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The Departed Young Adult Paranormal
EverGreen is a young adult paranormal fantasy romance published through World Castle Publishing. (Photo by Tyler Bennett) PARKERSBURG — As the saying goes, “to write for your audience ...
Teen of the Week: Farnsworth writes trilogy of young-adult books
Reekles was 15 and was tired of stories of vampires and werewolves when she wrote her first young adult novel The Kissing Booth ...
'The Kissing Booth' author Beth Reekles decodes why book adaptations are instant hits
Beth Reekles was a teenager when she penned the teenybopper rom-com The Kissing Booth, which went on to become a hit film and also spawned a successful sequel for OTT. A third instalment is in ...
'The Kissing Booth' author Beth Reekles decodes the right way to recreate a book on screen
At the heart of Fi’s quest is her grief over losing her father, Rick (Chris Gibson), at a young age. Her fascination with the paranormal isn’t just a hobby; it’s motivated by the desire to ...
As a 90s kid, I loved Disney’s ‘So Weird’ for its use of faith, sacrifice and the paranormal. As an adult, I still do.
Melinda Salisbury answers our questions about her paranormal horror novel with ... What's the best thing about writing for young adults? For me, it’s the possibility of your book reaching ...
Melinda Salisbury | 'Put your whole heart in when you’re writing that first draft'
Taking place in Victorian London, “The Irregulars” follows a group of young teens enlisted to help John Watson, partner of Sherlock Holmes, solve a series of increasingly violent paranormal ...
‘The Irregulars’ Review: Found Family in a Supernatural London
Andersen Press has acquired Yvette Fielding's children's series The Ghost Hunter Chronicles, based on her experiences investigating the paranormal ... so happens that young adults seem to enjoy ...
Andersen goes ghosthunting with Fielding's new children's series
So she set upon writing stories in the young-adult paranormal genre. She considers her books to be low fantasy or urban fantasy, which means that unlike Tolkien or George R.R. Martin, her stories ...
Author takes readers on a trip into the supernatural, with a hint of local lore
NBCUniversal-owned US streamer Peacock has ordered a supernatural drama for young adults from Blumhouse Productions-backed ... Crypt was co-founded by Davis and filmmaker Eli Roth with Get Out and ...
Peacock finds Crypt’s Girl in the Woods
Like others before it, this movie will serve up chills and paranormal chaos ... it starts with a fight for the soul of a young boy, then takes them beyond anything they’d ever seen before ...
‘The Conjuring 3’: The Detailed Case of ‘Devil Made Me Do It’ and Arne Johnson
EERIE NEW MEXICO (2020) By Ray John de Aragón, The History Press, 160 pages, $21.99 Ghost sightings and other paranormal spirit ... the United States, this young adult novel explores the ...
Books by New Mexico authors
WASHINGTON — The federal departments of health and housing have launched a joint project to provide coronavirus vaccines to the homeless and people living in low-income neighborhoods and subsidized ...
The Latest: Outreach to neighborhoods, homeless for vaccines
Heather Ousley sits with her older children Elliannah, 15, right, and Samuel, 13, in front of their home in Merriam, Kan, Tuesday, May 4, 2021. Ousley was thrilled when she heard the FDA was expected ...
The Latest: Canada OKs Pfizer vaccine for ages 12 and older
MANILA, Philippines — The president of the Philippines is asking China to take back 1,000 doses of donated Sinopharm vaccine after facing criticism for receiving a shot even though it ...
The Latest: Philippines to give back donated Chinese vaccine
MADRID — Spain’s health minister says the European country has detected 11 cases of the new strain of the coronavirus first identified in India.
The Latest: Spain detects 11 cases of variant found in India
NEW YORK - Health experts are projecting the coronavirus toll in the U.S. will wane dramatically by the end of July.
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The Latest: US virus toll projected to drop by end of July
sci fi and paranormal, general fiction, romance, family saga and historical romance, teen and young adult, junior and pre-school. Darlington Library continues to offer a select and collect service ...
Darlington Library staff select recommended reads to help during lockdown
Rusty Young ... when they departed, leading the group to its most successful years in the ’70s. Young was the writer for Poco’s biggest hit “Crazy Love,” named the No. 1 adult contemporary ...
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